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Several areas of research and various application domains have been concerned in the last years with the problem of dealing with incomplete databases.
Data integration as well as the Semantic Web are notable examples. Surprisingly,
while many research efforts have been focusing on several interesting issues related to incomplete databases, as query answering, not much investigation have
been done concerning updates. In this position paper we aim at highlighting
some of the issues we are dealing with in our work on updates over incomplete
databases.
Instance level updates under constraints Our interest in this area stems
mainly from the need to deal with updates in Description Logics based ontologies. Description logics (DLs) are logics for expressing the conceptual knowledge
about a domain in terms of classes and associations between them [1]. Such
logics are currently considered among the most promising formalisms for representing ontologies by the Semantic Web community [2]. DL-based ontologies
are often used for accessing data stored in a data layer by means of query answering. Interestingly, the open world assumption is enforced and incomplete
information on the data is assumed in this setting. While there is a whole body
of research on query answering in such systems, the research on update is very
recent [5, 4] . First results show that classical approaches on logical databases
update, such as Winslett’s [7, 8], are often adequate, as long as one takes into
account a clear distinction between intensional (conceptual level) information
and extensional (instance level) information typical of this setting. Intensional
information, expressed by universal assertions in DLs, is considered immutable,
while extensional information, expressed in a form of an incomplete database, is
subject to updates. From a database point of view, the setting above requires investigating updates on incomplete databases under a wide variety of constraints,
such as keys and foreign keys, more general forms of inclusion dependencies, etc.
Thus, such research is revamping interest in updates in databases with incomplete information.
Update expressibility The problem of update expressibility arises [5] as soon
as we consider expressive schema and constraints languages. This problem aims

at deciding whether given a class of incomplete databases C satisfying certain
constraints and an incomplete database I belonging to C, the result of an update
over I is expressible through a new incomplete database belonging to C. For
many classes C, we have that updates are not expressible. One notable such class
is the class KFK of incomplete databases that are characterized by a relational
schema with keys and foreign keys. Notice that, in contrast, query answering in
such class is polynomial (actually LOGSPACE) in data complexity [3].
Materialized update vs. virtual update Even if the result of the update is
not expressible in a given class C of incomplete databases, we might be interested
in answering queries on the database resulting from the update. Indeed, to do so
we do not necessarily need to “materialize” the new state of the database, but
actually we could reason on the original database base by taking into account
the update in a “virtual” way. In a sense, this is analogous to the distinction
between projection via regression vs. progression in reasoning about actions wellknown in AI [6]. Along this direction, one interesting problem is understanding
whether answering queries after updates over incomplete databases belonging to
the previously mentioned class KFK remains polynomial.
Update and inconsistency Finally, it is worth noticing that updates bring
in the general issue of dealing with inconsistency in databases with incomplete
information. The standard update semantics addresses the issue of solving inconsistency between the current instance level information (i.e., the data) and
what has been asserted by the update, while it does not deal with inconsistencies between the update and intensional level information (i.e., the constraints).
It would be interesting to study possible semantics that are tolerant w.r.t. the
latter form of inconsistency.
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